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                    Myriad Hereditary Cancer Risk and Reproductive Health

Genetic insights have the power to transform health and well-being for people of every age, background and life stage. At Myriad, our genetic tests serve expectant parents and individuals seeking to understand their risk of developing hereditary cancer and their individual risk of breast cancer.
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A single destination for all your patients’ needs.

	Order tests online
	View reports with detailed actionable results
	Gain access to patient resources for your clinic
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MyRisk® Hereditary Cancer Test

MyRisk is a genetic test that evaluates 48 genes to determine your risk of developing 11 different types of hereditary cancer. When coupled with RiskScore®, it can assess a patient’s five-year and lifetime risk of developing breast cancer. All it takes is a simple blood or saliva sample, and results are available within two weeks.

For patients

For providers
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Guiding reproductive health

Our genetic tests and screens can tell you your baby’s predicted sex and give you information about their health, so you can plan and make important health decisions for your family.

For patients

For providers
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            Genetic insights to guide health through every life stage
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                        Identify couples at risk to pass down serious, prevalent, clinically-actionable inherited conditions
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                        Identifies fetal sex as early as six weeks into pregnancy 
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                        Identifies if a pregnancy is at an increased risk for a wide variety of chromosomal conditions as early as 10 weeks 
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                        MyRisk with RiskScore identifies inherited risk of developing 11 hereditary cancers 
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            MyRisk: 10 Years, 10 Stories
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                                                                        A love story interrupted by breast cancer

Meet Terry and Lisa Wade, who started dating when they were in eighth grade and recently celebrated 30 years of marriage.

They’ve truly had a fairytale life – two beautiful adult children, three grandchildren, and a love story that has lasted three decades. 
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                                                                        “An individual plan of care”: How MyRisk® with RiskScore® helps one Native American clinic

Oklahoma City Indian Clinic (OKCIC)’s Pink Team, a team of clinicians focused on women’s health, is dedicated to helping Native American women take care of their health. 
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                                                                        Holidays & Healthcare: Don’t skip that “routine” appointment

Learn how Kim didn’t skip her annual breast MRI and found her cancer early thanks to MyRisk®  with RiskScore, a genetic test that assesses hereditary cancer risk.
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                                                                        Family Health History Month

November is Family Health History Month. The holidays are a time to gather with loved ones; yet holiday gatherings can be fraught. Family dynamics can make any conversation tough – and one about family health history can be even more difficult. 
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                                                                        Do You Know Your Breast Cancer Risk?

October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month – and thanks to educational campaigns in recent decades, you likely already know it’s important to be proactive about your breast health. 
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                                                                        Lisa’s mom’s battle with breast cancer inspired her to get genetic testing and make a life-saving choice. Her story is a testament to courage and resilience.
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            Ph: (800) 469-7423
            [email protected]
            Fx: (801) 584-3615
            Get started with MyRisk
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